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Introductions
Minnesota Office of the Legislative Auditor

The Legislative Auditor, Jim Nobles, oversees the office’s two divisions: The Financial Audit
Division (36 FTE) and the Program Evaluation Division (17 FTE). IT Audit (2 FTE) is within the
Financial Audit Division.
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Mark Mathison

Joe Sass

IT Audit Director

IT Audit Coordinator

Mark.Mathison@state.mn.us

Joe.Sass@state.mn.us
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Parsing XML for Audit Purposes
Making sense of an XML file and parsing it into a testable format.

XML

XML

XML

XML
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Objectives
A quick overview of XML and tools that can be used to
understand and parse datasets for audit purposes.
Upon completion of this session, attendees will be able to:
1. Recognize an XML dataset and its elements.
2. Describe tools that may be used to parse the dataset a more
testable format.
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What is XML?
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eXtensible Markup Language (XML):
• Designed for storing and sharing structured data in both a
human and machine-readable format.
• Follows industry-standard guidelines and can be
processed by a variety of databases and applications.
• Developers can easily create and define their own tags,
elements and schemas.

XML makes it easier to define and transmit
data between different databases, applications,
and organizations.
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Why do we (as auditors) care?
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• Many applications “talk” to each other using XML… The application you’re auditing
may use XML to send, receive, or store data.
• XML configuration files are common in enterprise applications (IIS, Oracle, Apache).
• XML datasets are common – Your auditee may provide you with data in an XML file.
• XML is ubiquitous… and not going away!

To audit, we should be able to recognize, read, and,
when necessary, test the data within XML files.
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Document Structure

•
•
•
•

Text (you know… data)
Sub or child elements
Attributes (or name/value pairs)
A combination of the above

XML follows a logical, hierarchical structure.
Think of it like a tree diagram:
•
•
•
•
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Root (or parent) element – like a trunk
Child elements creating branches
Grandchild elements create further branches
Attributes are leaves

Employee
Department
Employee

Company

Elements define the structure of the XML document
and can contain:

Example XML

XML documents are made of XML sections called
elements or nodes.

Employee
Department
Employee

Name
Email
Name
Email
Name
Email
Name
Email

XML Syntax

Example XML

•
•
•
•

Elements are defined by beginning <example> and ending </example> tags
All elements must have a closing tag
Elements must be correctly nested (in the correct order)
Attributes values must always be in quotes: <example name=“this is my
attribute”>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> Prolog – Optional – Defines items such as XML
version, encoding, schema, or other information
<root_element> Must have a “root” or “parent” element
<child_element id=“1001”> Child of the root element, includes the id attribute
<example_element>data</example_element> Text content “data”
<another_element /> Self-closing tag on an empty node (NULL)
</child_element >
</root_element> Closing tag
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Tools and Methods

Our goal is to be able to analyze it,
to get the specific information that
we need for testing, or to convert
the file into something that can be
imported into a data analysis tool.
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Level of Difficulty

Let’s talk about ways in which we
can get the data out of an XML file.

•
•
•
•

Microsoft Excel
MS Log Parser Tool
XPATH Queries
VBA & Python Code
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Microsoft Excel
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Example XML

• Excel contains a built-in XML data import tool.
• Works best for XML files with a simple structure.
• Elements and attributes become columns,
data becomes the rows.
• To import:
Data  Get Data  From File  From XML
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<book id="bk110">
<author>O'Brien, Tim</author>
<title>Microsoft .NET: The Programming Bible</title>
<genre>Computer</genre>
<price>36.95</price>
<publish_date>2000-12-09</publish_date>
<description>Microsoft's .NET initiative is explored in
detail in this deep programmer’s
reference.</description>
</book>

Microsoft Log Parser/Log Parser Studio
Swiss Army knife of parsing tools:
• Provides simple way to parse XML files,
log files and many other types.
• Search multiple files at the same time.
• Uses a SQL-like syntax to query.
• Canned queries for common log files –
can be easily tweaked.
• Output results to multiple formats,
including CSV and even charts/graphs.

SELECT TOP 10 * FROM Books.XML
WHERE Author LIKE ‘%a%’

Available for free from Microsoft:

1. Download and install Log Parser 2.2: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=24659
2. Download and run Log Parser Studio: https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/office/Log-Parser-Studio-cd458765
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XPATH Queries

•
•
•

XPath stands for XML Path Language.
Commonly used in text/XML editors and parsing tools.
Uses path expressions (like a file path) to navigate and select nodes in an XML file:
– Forward slash / denotes the hierarchy
– Brackets [] used to define conditions, text values must be in “quotes”
– @ used to define attributes

Syntax

Description

//ElementName

Selects the contents of ElementName

//RootElement/Child

Selects the contents of all child elements named Child

//ElementName[Child=“Value”]

Selects the contents of ElementName where Child equals Value

//@AttibuteName

Selects the contents of all attributes named AttributeName

//RootElement/Child[@AttributeName=“Value”]

Selects the contents of all elements named Child where the value
of AttributeName equals Value
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Example XML

XPATH Query Examples
<bookstore>
<book>
<title lang="en">Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone</title>
<author >J K. Rowling</author>
<price>15.99</price>
</book>
<book>
<title lang=“fr">Harry Potter A L'Ecole des Sorciers</title>
<author >J K. Rowling</author>
<price>35.99</price>
</book>
<book>
<title lang="en">Learning XML</title>
<author >Erik T. Ray</author>
<price>9.99</price>
</book>
</bookstore>
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1. Returns all book titles:
//bookstore/book/title
2. Returns the title of the first book:
//bookstore/book[1]/title
3. Returns the book node where the title matches:
//book[title="Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"]
4. Returns titles of books with a lang code attribute of fr:
//bookstore/book/title[@lang=“fr”]
5. Returns all book nodes with a price greater than 35:
//bookstore/book[price>35.00]

XPATH queries can be used programmatically – Knowing XPATH will be the key to writing your own parsing scripts.
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VBA & Python Code

• Windows and Python both contain libraries that can read and
manipulate XML files.
• Build XPATH queries based on variables to dynamically access data.
• Loop through elements with multiple children.
• Output contents to screen, database, or a file.
May be beneficial when:
• Complicated XML tree layout
• Custom or proprietary XML schema
• Large volume of files to parse
• Reusable in the future
O L A
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Real World Audit Example: Public Health Insurance Eligibility Determinations
Problem: Minnesota’s public health care program’s eligibility system stores eligibility decisions (and the data used to make
them) in hundreds of thousands of individual XML files.
• Each file can contain multiple eligibility spans, multiple people, and even multiple decisions.
• How can we get this data into a format that is more testable?
Solution: Developed a custom parser using VBA to process each file.
• Retrieved specific node values required for testing and assigned to variables in code.
• Approx. 500 lines of code to retrieve each file, parse, output to a single CSV, and then delete the file.
• Added some UI features to gauge progress, including percentage complete.
• Ran over the course of a weekend.

Using the participants object, we can loop through each participant record:
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Attendance code break
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HELLO
My name is

SQL Name Matching:
Techniques for name matching and duplicate analysis in SQL
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Objectives
A technical discussion of name matching using SQL functions.
The purpose is to introduce these functions and discuss their use
in example test scenarios.
At the conclusion of this session, attendees should be able to:
• Identify situations in which SQL name matching and
comparison functions could be used.
• Recognize SQL name matching functions.
O L A
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What are we talking about?
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“Fuzzy” matching or approximate text string matching:
• Identifying similar or close matches between text strings, such as
names.
• Using algorithms to identify how alike
two text strings are to each other.
• Three text string comparison
functions in Oracle:
• SOUNDEX
• Edit Distance Similarity
• Jaro Winkler Similarity

21

Common Challenges
Matching names can be especially tough:

Spaces and
Hyphens

Nicknames
Kate, Katie, Katy
Will, Willy, Bill

Spelling
Differences
Jaime
Jamie
Jayme
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Jean Claude
Jean-Claude

Titles and
Honorifics
Initials

Dr. Mr. Ph.D.

J.P. Anderson
John P.
Anderson

22

Our scenario…
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We’re auditing a multi-year state grant designed to allow residents to establish
pollinator-friendly gardens. Our auditee granted us access to a database table that
contains information about grant recipients. If a grantee is listed, they received money.
We are testing to ensure that:
• Each recipient is tracked under a unique
Recipient ID number.
• No recipients received funding more than
once in the same year.
What testing can we do to meet these goals?
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SOUNDEX Function
Returns a phonetic representation (the way it sounds) of a string. This function lets you
compare words that are spelled differently, but sound alike in English.
• Used in the 1930s for a retrospective analysis of the US censuses through 1920.
• Return value will always begin with the first letter of the string.
• Numeric representation of string (based on the following consonants).
• Works best with a single word or name (such as first or last)
• NOT case-sensitive
Pear = P600
Pair = P600

Band = B530
Banned = B530

Coarse = C620
Course = C620

Allowed = A430
Aloud = A430

Cereal = C640
Serial = S640

Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Edit Distance Similarity
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Edit Distance, also known as Levenshtein Distance is a measure of
similarity between two strings.
• This function uses the number of insertions, deletions or substitutions required to
transform String1 into String2.
• The value is between 0 (no match) and 100 (perfect match).
NOTE: This comparison is case sensitive!

UTL_MATCH.EDIT_DISTANCE_SIMILARITY(‘MONKEY’ , ‘MONEY’) = 84
UTL_MATCH.EDIT_DISTANCE_SIMILARITY(‘MONKEY’ , ‘ELEPHANT’) = 0
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Jaro-Winkler Similarity
The Jaro-Winkler algorithm is another way of calculating Edit distance between two strings:
• Measures partial agreement between two strings.
• Accounting for length of and typical human errors made in alphanumeric strings.
• Calculates the measure of agreement between two strings, and returns a score between 0 (no
match) and 100 (perfect match).
• Places greater emphasis on matches at the beginning of strings.
NOTE: This comparison is case sensitive!

UTL_MATCH.JARO_WINKLER_SIMILARITY(‘MONKEY’ , ‘MONEY’) = 96
UTL_MATCH.JARO_WINKLER_SIMILARITY(‘MONKEY’ , ‘ELEPHANT’) = 43
Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Soundex vs. Edit Distance vs. Jaro-Winkler
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NAME

Soundex

Edit Distance
Similarity*

Jaro-Winkler
Similarity*

Jenny

J500

20

52

John

J500

20

53

Jenaya

J500

17

62

Jack

J200

40

70

Jim

J500

40

71

Jane

J500

60

82

Jamy

J500

60

84

Jianmei

J500

43

85

Jayme

J500

60

89

Jaimie

J500

84

90

Jaime

J500

60

94

Jami

J500

80

96

Jammie

J500

84

96

Jamie

J500

100

100

*Comparison to “Jamie”
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Let’s understand what we’re working with…
Through interviews and exploring the table,
we learned:
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• RECIPIENTID is not the table’s primary key
and is not unique.
• RECIPIENTID is VARCHAR2 (a number stored
as text).
• Both RECIPIENTID and RECIPIENTNAME are
free text fields manually entered (or
copy/pasted) by various staff.
• RECIPIENTNAME may contain titles or
abbreviations. Middle names or initials may
not be present.
• Some recipients may be listed more than
once – if they received funding in multiple
years. However, they should have a single
RECIPIENTID.

Recipients Table Schema:
#

Column

Type

Length

Nullable

1

RECIPIENTID

VARCHAR2

50

No

2

RECIPIENTNAME

VARCHAR2

50

No

3

BIRTHDATE

DATE

50

No
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SQL

SQL

RECIPIENTS Table:
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SELECT *
FROM RECIPIENTS
FETCH FIRST 5 ROWS ONLY;

SELECT RECIPIENTID, RECIPIENTNAME, BIRTHDATE
FROM
RECIPIENTS
WHERE RECIPIENTNAME LIKE '%.%.%'
FETCH FIRST 5 ROWS ONLY;
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Identify Potential Duplicates
SELECT RECIPIENTID,
Count(RECIPIENTID)
FROM
RECIPIENTS
HAVING Count(RECIPIENTID) > 1
GROUP BY RECIPIENTID
ORDER BY Count(RECIPIENTID) DESC

SQL

SQL

Using the Count function to identify duplicate Recipient IDs:
SELECT RECIPIENTID,
RECIPIENTNAME
FROM
RECIPIENTS
WHERE RECIPIENTID IN (SELECT
FROM
HAVING
GROUP
ORDER BY RECIPIENTID;

RECIPIENTID
RECIPIENTS
Count(RECIPIENTID) > 1
BY RECIPIENTID)

Or
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Using Soundex to Compare First Names
Identifying different first names assigned the Recipient ID using Soundex:
SELECT REC1.RECIPIENTID,
REC1.RECIPIENTNAME
FROM
RECIPIENTS REC1
JOIN RECIPIENTS REC2
ON REC1.RECIPIENTID = REC2.RECIPIENTID
WHERE Soundex(REC1.FN) <> Soundex(REC2.FN)
ORDER BY REC1.RECIPIENTID

The previous slide showed 10 Recipient IDs with more than one record…
Now we’re down to just 3 mismatches!
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SQL

Edit Distance Similarity
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SELECT REC1.RECIPIENTID,
Upper(REC1.RECIPIENTNAME),
Looking for different names with the SAME
REC1.BIRTHDATE
Recipient ID based on Edit Distance Similarity.
FROM
RECIPIENTS REC1
JOIN RECIPIENTS REC2
ON REC1.RECIPIENTID = REC2.RECIPIENTID
WHERE UTL_MATCH.Edit_distance_similarity(Upper(REC1.RECIPIENTNAME),Upper(REC2.RECIPIENTNAME)) < VALUE
ORDER BY REC1.RECIPIENTID;

Edit_distance_similarity < 90

Edit_distance_similarity < 65

Edit_distance_similarity < 50
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Jaro-Winkler Similarity

SELECT REC1.RECIPIENTID,
Identifying names that potentially have more than one Recipient ID…
Upper(REC1.RECIPIENTNAME),
People who potentially received funding twice.
REC2.RECIPIENTID,
Upper(REC2.RECIPIENTNAME),
UTL_MATCH.Jaro_winkler_similarity(Upper(REC1.RECIPIENTNAME),
Upper(REC2.RECIPIENTNAME))
FROM
RECIPIENTS REC1
JOIN RECIPIENTS REC2
ON REC1.RECIPIENTID <> REC2.RECIPIENTID
WHERE REC1.BIRTHDATE = REC2.BIRTHDATE
AND UTL_MATCH.Jaro_winkler_similarity(Upper(REC1.RECIPIENTNAME),Upper(REC2.RECIPIENTNAME)) > 90
ORDER BY UTL_MATCH.Jaro_winkler_similarity(Upper(REC1.RECIPIENTNAME),Upper(REC2.RECIPIENTNAME)) DESC
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Identifying transposed numbers
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SQL

The Recipient ID is a number stored as text – that means we can use our string
comparison functions to see if there were any transposed or mis-keyed Recipient IDs.
SELECT REC1.RECIPIENTID, REC1.RECIPIENTNAME, REC2.RECIPIENTID, REC2.RECIPIENTNAME,
UTL_MATCH.EDIT_DISTANCE_SIMILARITY(UPPER(REC1.RECIPIENTID), UPPER(REC2.RECIPIENTID)) AS Similarity
FROM
RECIPIENTS REC1
JOIN RECIPIENTS REC2 ON REC1.RECIPIENTID <> REC2.RECIPIENTID
WHERE UTL_MATCH.EDIT_DISTANCE_SIMILARITY(UPPER(REC1.RECIPIENTID), UPPER(REC2.RECIPIENTID)) > 90
ORDER BY UTL_MATCH.EDIT_DISTANCE_SIMILARITY(UPPER(REC1.RECIPIENTID),UPPER(REC2.RECIPIENTID)), REC1.RECIPIENTID DESC;
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Concluding on our scenario…
We were testing to ensure that:
• Each recipient is tracked under a unique Recipient ID number.
• No recipients received funding more than once.
Did we meet our testing objectives?

•

•

Using Edit Distance Similarity, we identified two different individuals that share the same Recipient ID:

•

Using Edit Distance Similarity, we identified 6 records that may have been mis-keyed during entry:

Using Jaro Winkler Similarity, we identified 8 questionable records that that may have received grant money twice:

What other tests could we do?
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• Compare birthdates

• Check payment dates

• Compare mailing addresses
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Matching Strings in the Real World…
Comparing data across systems for User Account Reconciliation
Finding active user accounts for individuals who have retired or separated by
comparing HR system data to an application’s Access Management records.
Using a list of active user accounts, we can run a SQL query against the HR table
to find any similar names of employees who have separated.
Results:
• Found a handful of matches, particularly in test systems.
• False-positives, such as an employee who became of a contractor.
• People on leave (parental, FMLA, etc.)
O L A
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Our session in review…
XML Parsing:
- XML basics and why it’s important
- Parsing Tools
- Real-world example
SQL Name Matching:
- Functions and examples
- Testing a scenario
- Real-world example
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Questions?
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Thank you!

And remember…

Mark.Mathison@state.mn.us
Joe.Sass@state.mn.us
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